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Bouwmaatje.Bouwmaatje.

We are from

Elvis Presley flat 
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Louis Armstrong flat

This booklet contains 

information about energy-

saving measures and 

maintenance.
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Introduction

As you know, we will carry out work on your home. Refurbishing your home costs time and will not 

always be pleasant for you. We find that discomforting, but we will do everything we can to minimize 

the inconvenience. 

When all work has been completed, you will live in a renovated house with more living comfort!

Despite the Corona crisis the preparations continue

We are currently working on the model homes. Of course, the activities are carried out within the 

guidelines of the government and RIVM.  As soon as government guidelines allow, you will receive an 

invitation to visit the model homes. 

During the preparation it is possible that employees want to make recordings at your house. They 

will then discuss this with you. If you have (mild) symptoms such as a sore throat, cough or fever, they 

will not enter your home. Our employees are not allowed to come to the construction site with such 

complaints. We take these measures to protect you and our employees. It is possible that, due to the 

corona crisis, the planning is not carried out or is carried out differently.
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Activities

Before the renovation can start, it is necessary that 70% of the residents agree to the improvement and 

energy-saving measures. For this, you sign the SWZ renovation proposal, which you will receive later.

If 70% of the residents agree to the renovation, the activities below take place.

If less than 70% of the residents agree to the renovation, these activities will not take place.

Inside your home

  Your house becomes gas-free. This means you no longer have to pay a standing fee for the gas 

connection. From now on all residents will cook electrically and therefore you receive a free induc-

tion cooker and a free cooking set. If you already cook electrically, you will not receive this set.

 There will be a better ventilation system. Bad or moist air will disappear and from now on you will 

live in a healthier home.

  We connect two solar panels to your fuse box.

 Your house will have new insulated facades with new frames and exterior doors.

 On the balcony you get a balcony closet for better separation with your neighbours and storage 

space.

 At your request, the kitchen and / or bathroom can be renewed, if it is older than 15 years.

Outside your home

 The building will have a modern look.

 The entrance to the building will be adapted to make the spaces larger and lighter.

 The building is insulated, so you don’t have to heat your home as much.

 You will get new facades, which are better insulated and windows that close better.

 The storage rooms go to the ground floor.

  It is now easier to reach your storage.

 New apartments will be built on the first floor.

 There will be a neighbourhood room built on the corner of the building. Residents can meet 

there, get to know each other and this makes it easier to mean something to each other.

 New gallery and balcony gates.
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The other activities are necessary maintenance and also go without 70% approval by the residents.

Activities that continue even without 70% approval are:

 New collective heating system. The new boilers consume less energy. The closet in the gallery-

side bedroom is used for the new installation.

 Replacing the roof covering

 he geysers are removed

 Adjustment of the fire separation

 Replacement of the sewage system

 Painting the outside of the building and repairing concrete and brickwork.

 The toilet will be replaced because we have to replace the sewage in the pipe duct and remove 

asbestos

 

  

Bouwmaatje.
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Planning

If 70% of the residents agree to the renovation we will start in the Louis Armstrong flat in September 

2020. We expect to finish the renovation at this flat by the end of 2021. In February 2021 we start the 

renovation in the Elvis Presley flat. We expect to be complete the second quarter of 2022.

This depends on the weather and other unforeseen circumstances. In bad weather, some activities are 

paused or take a little longer. 

If we haven’t received a 70% approval of the proposed renovation, we will not start in September. Then 

we will make a new planning for the necessary work.

What happens around your home?

Construction site 

Before we start working, we make a construction site. Here you will find, for example, the residents’ 

shack, construction chain, construction materials and machines. This will be placed as much as  

possible at the back of the building (balcony side). As a result, leaving as many parking spaces remain 

available. The contractor and subcontractors park as much as possible elsewhere in the district. We 

can’t prevent fewer parking spaces being temporarily available during the day.

Landscaping around the flats 

Together with a number of residents, the municipality has made plans for landscaping between the 

flats. The plan is not executed at once, but step by step. In this way, the plan can always be improved. 

During the viewing moment in the model home, you can view the drawing of the plans. You can also 

find them online at swz.nl/projects at “Elvis Presley and Louis Armstrong, Palestrinalaan”. For questions 

or additions, please contact the district manager of the municipality of Zwolle. See contact page.
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Today we start withthe kitchen

Parking

During the project, 11 new homes per flat will be added and 50 garages are removed. To prevent park-

ing problems, the municipality has investigated whether parking spaces should be added. At the Elvis 

Presley flat, 16 parking spaces will be added on the balcony side of the flat. During the viewing mo-

ment in the model home, you can view the drawing of the plans. You can also find these online at swz.

nl/projects at “Elvis Presley and Louis Armstrong, Palestrinalaan”. No parking spaces will be added at 

Louis Armstrong Flat.

Order of work 

The work in and around your home is divided into two construction periods. This will minimize the 

nuisance in your home. A construction period lasts 15 working days. This contains 2 weekends. Dur-

ing this period there is running water and electricity in your home. There is a minimum of one month 

between the two construction periods.

Rest home (s) 

During the work you have the option to go to a more quiet place. We set up rest homes with a seating 

area, WiFi and you can make coffee and tea. We try to arrange these homes nearby your flat. Preferably 

not in your apartment building because then you will not have any rest. 
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Financial matters

Increase in service costs 

After the work, your house has at least an A-label. After completing the work in your home, the service costs 

will be increased by € 7.00 per month. This increase is offset by savings. With average, normal use, your  

energy bill will be lower. In addition, you no longer have to pay rent for the geyser or boiler. You also no 

longer have to pay a standing fee for the gas connection. This booklet includes a flyer about natural  

gas-free living with an example of monthly savings.

Rent allowance 

Increasing the service costs by € 7.00 per month does not affect the rent allowance.

Reimbursement 

You will receive a one-time compensation of € 10.00 for the use of water and electricity during the work. 

You will receive this reimbursement upon the day of delivery of your home. You can continue to live in your 

home during the construction work. SWZ and Mateboer ensure that nuisance is limited as much as  

possible. You are not entitled to any further financial compensation.

Damage 

Despite all measures taken, it can’t be excluded that your property will be damaged accidentally. If so, 

please report this within 24 hours. This can be reported to the resident counsellors of Mateboer. You will 

find the contact details on the contact page. 

SWZ or the contractor are not liable for damage to self-made change for which SWZ has not granted  

written permission.

The activities are a nuisance to you

We realize that the work is far-reaching. We are also aware that this will cause inconvenience to you. We try 

to limit the nuisance as much as possible. We hope that we can carry out the work in a joint pleasant  

atmosphere.
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What do we do to limit the nuisance as much as possible

We work with dust extraction on the equipment. In order to carry out some work, you must free up space 

in your home. The contractor neatly covers the part of the floors where he is working. You can cover your 

other belongings yourself (furniture, equipment, etc.) We strongly recommend this. You can pick up 

cover foil and packing boxes in the residents’ shack. At the end of the working day you can always close 

windows and doors. The activities are coordinated as much as possible. That is why we work according to 

a tight schedule. You may want to escape the crowds and noise. If you want, you can stay in a rest home 

during the activities in your home.

What temporary facilities are provided ?

During the renovation it is possible that you can’t use your toilet, bathroom and/or kitchen. Then we will 

provide a temporary solution. These are:

Temporary toilet facilities

During the toilet renovation you will get a temporary toilet facility in your home. 

Temporary shower facilities

Your bathroom will only be renewed if you want to. The condition is that the bathroom must be older 

than 15 years. During the bathroom renovation, you can take a shower in one of the rest homes. Then 

you will get temporarily a key.

Temporary cooking facilities

Your kitchen will only be renewed if you want to. The condition is that the kitchen must be older than 15 

years. During the kitchen renovation, you will be offered a temporary cooking facility. You can use this 

during the kitchen renovation.

Temporary heating

You will get a new heating system. There are times when your heating is not working. If necessary you 

will receive a temporary heater.
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What do we do to guide you through the project?

Resident counselor 

During the project, your resident counselor is your first point of contact during the renovation of your 

home. You can contact the resident counselor for all questions related to the project. You can reach her by 

mail or phone. Contact details are on the back of this brochure.

Walk-in counter 

During the work there is a residents’ shack on the construction site. The residents’ shack has a walk-in  

counter. You can go here if you have any questions. The walk-in desk is open on working days from 8:30 am 

to 10:30 am and from 1:30 pm to 2:30 pm.

Kitchen table conversation (personal conversation) 

Approximately six weeks before the start of the renovation we come to your home for a kitchen table 

 conversation. We then explain which activities are carried out and when. You then have the opportunity  

to ask questions.

Planning letters 

We will send you a planning letter every week. This specifies per day which activities are carried out.  

During the kitchen table conversation we will tell you when we start in your home. You will receive the first 

planning letter at least two weeks before the start date. You can also use an app. Here you will find the  

progress and all information about the project.

Project app 

You can use an app. This contains all information about the project, progress and planning. You can also ask 

us questions via the app. After visiting the model home, you will receive login details for the app from us. 

You do need an email address for this. You can login to the website or download the app on your phone.

Cover film and packing boxes 

We cover the walkways and our workplace. You are responsible for covering and packing your belongings. 

You can pick up cover foil and boxes at the residents’ shack for your belongings.
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Virtual Reality glasses 

You have the opportunity to see the work and the choices you make through Virtual Reality glasses. 

Through special glasses you can see what it means when they are working in your home. You will  

experience the inconvenience caused by demolition and renovation. This also gives you a clear picture  

of the end result.

Coupons 

You will receive 4 coupons of half an hour. You can use these vouchers to help move heavy equipment. 

For example your refrigerator or washing machine. Ask for the possibilities at the resident counselor of 

Mateboer.

Newsletters 

During the project you will receive a newsletter several times. This contains the developments and the pro-

gress of the project. All communication, such as newsletters, Bouwmaatjes and frequently asked questions, 

can be found at swz.nl/projects at “Renovation Elvis Presley and Louis Armstrong, Palestrinalaan”.

News LetterThe project will start soon.

Contact
Corrine Weiss

In deze nieuwsbrief komen de 
volgende punten aan bod:

Project
Binnenkort starten wij met groot onderhoud in Swifterband.

Kijk op onze website voor meer informatie. 

U kunt ook bellen of mailen voor meer informatie.

Today we start with islolation.

Cleaning 

After each construction period has been completed, the workplaces are 

cleaned. Construction clean means removing construction material, 

removing any cement veil, paint splashes and sealant 

 residues. We also vacuum the walkways. After con-

struction period 2, we wash the windows on 

the inside and outside. Please note that you 

must clean your furniture yourself.
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Working hours

We work from 7 am to 5 pm. It would be helpful if you are home during the activities in your home. We 

understand that this is not always possible. Would you ask someone else to be there on your behalf? 

You can also hand in your house key to us, if that is more convenient for you. We can then carry out our 

work according to plan.

What nuisance can you expect? 

We will carry out many activities in your home. Nevertheless, you can continue to live in your home 

during these activities. So you don’t have to move temporarily! 

On pages 13 and 14, pictures describe the type of nuisance it (possibly) causes. You will also see what 

we ask of you during the execution of the work.

Nuisance from activities outside your home 

You may also experience nuisance if we are not working in your home. Consider, for example, noise 

disturbance from chopping and drilling in the surrounding homes and dust nuisance in the building. It 

is also possible that you experience less privacy by construction personnel.

7.00 uur
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Planning construction period 1

The overview below contains pictures. These pictures show what nuisance there may be. You can also see 

what we expect from you. First you will see what the pictures mean, then when they apply.

Work on the shaft, toilet and kitchen

What activities we carry out Disturbance Requested help

Cover walkways and install dust cover.                                                                                                            
Demolish wall toilet and remove plumbing. 

Removing the asbestos, depending on research at 
your home. Temporarily close the toilet wall. 

Disconnect and demolish the kitchen.

Pre-assembling the toilet and kitchen.

Placing the front wall in the kitchen.

Apply stucco toilet and kitchen.                                                                                                                                       
Install wall and floor tiles toilet.                                                                                                                  
Placing wall tiles in the kitchen. 

Carpentry incl. ceiling toilet and installation 
of the kitchen. 

Assembling the toilet and kitchen.

Paintwork in the toilet and kitchen.

Kitwork of the toilet and kitchen.

Cleaning the toilet and kitchen.

Installing pipes in the shaft (this differs per home 
which day this is carried out)

Noise 
disturbance

Dust 
nuisance

Airflow No heating Access to your 
home

Move stuff
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Planning construction period 2

The overview below contains pictures. These pictures show what nuisance there may be. You can also see 

what we expect from you. First you will see what the pictures mean, then when they apply.

Work in the bathroom, facades and central heating installation

What activities we carry out Disturbance Requested help

Removing plumbing and demolishing the bathroom. 
Disconnect and demolish the central heating system. 

Pre-assembling the bathroom. Replace the front 
facade.

Replace the rear facade.

Apply stucco and wall tiles in the bathroom.  
Connect the central heating system. 

Apply floor tiles in the bathroom.  
Provide mechanical ventilation. 

Assembling the shower. Finishing off the facades 
and pipes. 

Install ceiling in the shower. Finishing off the  
facades and pipes. 

Paintwork and kitwork in the bathroom. Paintwork of 
the coves and ceiling of the hall. 

Cleaning the bathroom. Cleaning the windows on 
the inside and outside.

Expected nuisance:

 Less privacy

 Temporarily less space in your home because you have to put furniture away

 It is possible that your heating does not work temporarily

   Of course we will provide an emergency heater if you wish

 The power is cut off several times during the work

 Excavation work is taking place around the building

Noise 
disturbance

Dust 
nuisance

Airflow No heating Access to your 
home

Move stuff
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Contact page

Communication and contact persons

Mateboer Bouw BV takes care of the communication about the activities for the most part.

Contact person at Mateboer Bouw BV 

During the implementation, Malou Coerts is your resident counselor. 

Available on workdays between 7.30 am and 4 pm at

☎  06 40722821 (ook Whatsapp) 

✉  malou.coerts@mateboer.nl

She is also your first point of contact if you have damage as a result of the project.

Contact person at SWZ 

You may want to speak to someone from SWZ about the activities. 

You can always do that. Please do not hesitate to contact us. 

  

Pieter de Vries is your contact person for residential matters. Pieter is available 

every working day, except Wednesday, at

☎  (038) 4680158 

✉  pdvries@swz.nl

 

Richard Zuidberg is your contact person for technical matters. Richard is avail-

able every working day, except Friday, at

☎  (038) 4680189

✉  rzuidberg@swz.nl

Contact person municipality Zwolle 

If you want more information about the landscaping plan around the flats or if 

you have additions to the plan, please contact Monique Wiegers at

✉  wijkservicepuntnoord@zwolle.nl



Bouwmaatje.

See you soon!

You can always contact 
Malou Coerts 

on 06 40 72 28 21

or email to 
malou.coerts@mateboer.nl


